
IT was a tense day for many young people as they
await results from important exams. 
  And for some members of our trip this was no exception
as they awaited the results of their A-Levels, BTECs and
whether their plans for what is next have hit a stumbling
block.
  The biggest number of those expecting results were on
their way to Bern on a coach when they found out. Sharing
internet connections and refreshing the pages of their
colleges and UCAS frequently most were welcomed by the
results they were hoping for or a place in university. 
  Plus there was plenty of talk about what next in their
Scouting journey with Scout Network, SSAGO and more on
the list.

Results Day Relief

Suisse Adventure Roundup

Day 12 - Friday 19th August

"The open-air is the real objective to Scouting and the key to its success."
Robert Baden-Powell



'Pretty impressive' was the
verdict of one Scout about the
Cathedral which many of the
adventurers explored while
others spotted plenty of
fountains, statues and a
sculpture of a golden foot.
  A group of Scout Network
found the Museum of
Communication and had great
fun trying the old tech, acting
out movie scenes and
discovering what price our
data and communication holds
in society today. An
unexpected gem in the city!

SWITZERLAND'S de-facto capital city again hosted some of our adventurers yesterday
when Matterhorn and Hokenhorn sub-camps visited for a day trip.
  With near free reign, they got to explore the streets, buy their own lunch (whether that be the local
food or the local Swiss items on the McDonalds menu) and see the attractions that interested them.
  Some visited the family apartment of scientist Albert Einstein and discovered more about the path
to his discovery and the many failures experienced along the way.

Your stories

Haydn Allen
Jade Abrook
Steven Osborn
Rob Felstead
Keith Hawkins

Vicky Richardson
Aaron Riccalton
Heather Murray

About Suisse Adventure

Run by Hampshire Scouts, the UK's
largest Scout County with over 18,000
Scouts aged 4-25 years and 6,000
volunteers, Suisse Adventure takes over
100 young people to Kandersteg
International Scout Centre in Switzerland. 
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Sights and Skills in Swiss Capital



BERN was also the host to some
adventurers from Eiger sub-camp
who took to the Aare River to enjoy
tubing.
  It may have been tough at times, but all
our Explorer Scouts rose to the challenge,
navigating down the river and making
the most of a very unique journey.
  Not even the thought of what was in
the water deterred them!

Tubing is a Go!

Cooking up a storm.

WITH just a few gas rings and a simple shelter,
Matterhorn sub-camp tried to cook as many
camp meals from around the world as possible,
including drawing on skills from the cooking
skills of other Explorers. 
 On the menu were Kebabs with Jordanian Marinade  
and Greek salad accompaniment with walnut and
olives; Italian bolognaise with Parmesan and Swiss
Fondue of course.

All aboard for a splashing good time!
YESTERDAY more of our
adventurers took on the white water
rafting between Thun and Bern on
the Lütschine River. Considered as
some of the best rapids in
Switzerland, the adventures raced
down the river working as a team.



Puzzles
Brain Teaser

1 You walk across a bridge and you see a
boat full of people, yet there isn’t a single
person on board. How is that possible?

2 Beth’s mother has three daughters. One
is called Laura, the other one is Sarah.
What is the name of the third daughter?

3 What’s full of holes but still holds water?

More or Less
Is the answer to these teasers more or
less?

1 Are there more or less sheep than cattle
in the world?

2 In our solar system more or less than 10
Billion years old?

3 Was the length of the tallest giraffe
recorded (5.8M) More or less than the
longest crocodile? 

Find the rhyme
1 'X-men' star with blades in his hands is
consuming a legume 

2 Former Newcastle United and England
captain is approaching from afar

3'Life stories' host and ex-Mirror editor
making music in church

 

Generated by sudokuweb.org

Sudoku
Fill in the grid using the numbers 1-9. 

Each number should only appear once in every
square, row and column.

Dots and boxes
Play with a friend, take it in turns to draw a line
between two dots. If you get to complete a
square, put your initials inside and earn a point.



Puzzles
Crossword
The answers all relate to our trip here!



Your Notice Board

Activity
Aare Tubing
Bern Day trip (Jungfrau sub-camp only)
Lütschine River Rafting

Plus beginning to strike camp ahead of the big
journey home!

Weather
Today

Tomorrow

AM PM Highs Lows

16 11

18 10

What's happening?
This is so that we can use
them to post on social
media and use them in
future additions of Suisse
Adventure Roundup! Plus
pictures and videos may
be used for the closing
ceremony.

Google Drive:
To get involved, scan this
QR code which will take
you to Google Drive
where you can upload all
the photos that you have
taken. 

Email: suissemedia@
hampshirescouts.org.uk

Message: on social media

Send your
stories

Happy 20th Birthday James!
JAMES who is one of our
Network Scouts in
Hokenhorn is
celebrating his 20th
birthday tomorrow.     
   Please make sure you
wish him a happy
birthday during our day
packing up and
returning home.       
  How many of you will
be able to make his day,
lets see if we can all take
up the challenge!



Brain teaser: 1All the people on the boat are married , 2)Beth. 3) A sponge. 
Find the Rhyme: 1)Wolverine eating a bean, 2)Alan Shearer is getting nearer, 3)Piers Morgan playing the
organ.   
More or Less: Less; Less; Less
Crossword: 1. Single; 2. Campfire; 3. Existing; 4. Prepare; 5. Properly; 6. Considerate; 7. Leave; 8. Distance;
9. Wildlife; 10. Feed

Quotes of the day

"Why is nothing flat."

"We love you Steven, we
do"

"We found Lynn's shop, it
was...interesting."

"It's not drizzling, it's
piddling"

"Blonde! You might as
well say ginger!"

"I'm not touching that
insect, who do you think I
am? Vegan?"

"Go on Steven, have a
sniff"

Bill of good Health!
Thank you to everyone for
your hard work in keeping
yourselves fit and clean.

We're all looking good for
the journey home.

THE Scout Network members surprised
Hokenhorn sub-camp leader Steven with a
birthday meal at Hotel Spycher (Kandersteg
Pizzeria) to celebrate his 28th birthday
yesterday.
 The meal was planned in secret and
successfully kept a surprise from Steven for
several days, despite several mishaps that
nearly gave up the deal. Steven remained
unaware until he was wisked away to the
restaurant as he thought we were off for our
meal at the Sunneblick.
  A selection of pizzas were provided, some of
which were spicier than the Networks had
guessed!!

Steven surprised with a birthday bash!



Suisse Adventure 2022 is
nearly done.

Hampshire Scouts will hopefully
return to the permanent mini-
Jamboree in 2027

KISC means many things to many people,
Where Scouts add to the story too,

So now as we start the journey home,
We hope it found real meaning for you.


